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Any other feedback/suggestions 

 

The psychology department of Gargi has probably the best thing that has happened to me. The environment that 
is created for growth and learning is something that has continued to inspire me even in my master's program. It's 
very rare to find professors like the ones at Gargi who check up on me even today and are there if I need them at 
any point. 
I have a suggestion regarding the mid-terms and final exams. I think it could be more beneficial if there were some 
application questions rather than theoretical questions in the exams for our courses. 
The teachers are the best kind I have had in my academic journey and there is possibly nothing that is required to 
be done in order to improve! They are amazing at what they do! 

It is not a department, it is a feeling of belonging to that place that moment that is cherished in there. 

Maybe sometimes it’s good to go beyond the curriculum and have conversations that may be related to life skills 
and what all can be done 
This department made one feel capable, loved and cared for. Academically all the teachers ensured the 
availability of quality resources, delivered structured lectures and tried to make it as interactive and involving as 
possible. 

N/A 

Maybe more choices/better papers being offered as a part of the coursework. 

The assessment mode should ensure the students learn more and have critical thinking rather than just going 
through traditional way examination/assignments of paraphrasing the same textual words. 

No 

No suggestions 

No feedback 

It is the best! 

I had my best time in Psychology department and it was just because of our very friendly facilities. 

I have been extremely satisfied with the teachers and their pedagogy. 

None 

Incorporate more practical exposure by collaborating with practitioners and clinicians. 

No 

Gargi Applied Psychology Department has been my safe space for the three years of college. While the 
department became home, the members became a family and I am grateful that I became a part of it. 
The psychology department of Gargi College is THE BEST amongst all such institutions teaching similar courses and 
deserves the highest ratings there are availing. They not only teach psychology but also model us to imbibe it in 
our daily lives 
I hope the department will continue to nurture each student in the coming years the very same way our batch in 
the past years have been taken care of. 



It is a non-judgmental place with such great professors. This place is therapeutic, where we all got such 
irreplacable unconditional positive regard, and every professor saw a great potential in all of us and made us 
polish that. 

No:) 

I just wish for everyone to be able to experience this dept once. It's everything one could ask for! All my love to 
everyone there. 
The course structure becomes heavy at certain points in time of the course. It becomes difficult in those situations 
to grasp the subjects being taught and understand it at the core. Due to this reason I felt detached to some of my 
papers. Albeit, a lot that was taught has been extremely helpful for me and continues to help me navigate 
through not just my field of practice but in my every day life. Even though I practice photography now, I often find 
myself going back to psychology for answers and as points of reference, a research mechanism that my teachers 
and the curriculum have built in me. 

As far as I can remember the teachers took utmost care in keeping the students involved in the course with 
class discussions, assignments and feedbacks ..They made sure that the key points were clear to everyone 
before moving forward with the chapter.They also provided with the course materials when the books were 
not readily available/ accessible. 
The teachers would know about each and every student. I was going through a tough time in my third year and 
every teacher was very supportive and empathetic. The teachers make sure that the students are not 
overburdened with work. 

They have encouraged all of their students to come and talk about to them in case anything is troubling them. 

We used to have practical groups and our practical teachers  always used to ask each and every student about 
their well being . Sometimes the activities we performed during those practical classes helped me in generating 
self awareness. The level of transparency in interacting and working with teachers was extremely good.  
Department always felt like a family . Every credit goes to their hard work and teachings.  Not only me but my 
family and friends knows how much I appreciate every teacher in the department . 

They have helped me with my emotional stress as well as in career counseling 

We don't just have teachers, they are also our counselors. We've revieved moral support during time of 
submisions and examinations. They've further ensured that we get adequate space to try out new things for the 
department. 
Constantly mentoring the students  Guidance on career options  Constantly guiding on topics which students 
found difficult to understand 
Each and every faculty member treats the student as their family. Coming to the department everyday felt like 
coming home even after passing out. Teachers keep in touch with even after you leave college. My teachers 
have checked on me and extended their support by motivating me during my college years and afterwards 
when there was a family tragedy. The department has all my love and respect all the time and I always quote 
them as my guidance wherever I go. 

The kind of classroom environment they created and supported throughout the college years helped a lot. 

Being an ECA student I always struggled to manage between my course work and the music society work. The 
faculty has been extremely supportive and understanding throughout my time in the course and I wouldn't 
have been able to manage without their unconditional love and support. 
They were always approachable and dependable. Ready to listen to us and help us. They made efforts on their 
own too. Helped us in personal development! 
They have nurtured us and taught us something new every single day, both in terms of Psychology and life in 
general. I can say my present day personality has been made by the teachers in Gargi! They were always 
enthusiastic for trying out new things to provide us with more exposure.. even if that meant increasing their 
workload manifold (in terms of practicals, assessments, dissertation and so on). 

During all the tough times the teachers have been a huge support in providing love and encouragement. 



Informal interactions and sessions for students 

There was a Happiness Day, then mental health week. 

We were in the fyup batch, they listened and empathized with our frustrations. They also helped us many times 
with emotional support for our personal issues. 
The teachers in Psychology Department of Gargi are extremely intelligent and learned. The teachers are regular 
with their lectures, their lectures are not just theory but are clubbed with real life examples and their own 
experiences. The teachers make the students understand the concepts better through use of videos and 
movies, and some class activities as well. They are not just focused on finishing the syllabus but also give time 
to address the doubts of the students while at the same time managing completing the syllabus on time. The 
lectures are very connecting and insightful. They make us think out of the box and not just take in everything as 
said in the books. The practical classes with the teachers make it much more easier to understand things as 
individual attention is given to students in a small group. The practicals are also being done in an orderly 
manner with most of the learning happening out of it. The teachers check the practical reports with utmost 
sincerity and help students improve their writing styles as well. Valuable feedback is given my teachers. The 
teachers also make sure to take feedback from the students as well to improvise from time to time according to 
the class’s needs.   Apart from studies, emotional and mental support from the teachers has been the most 
important part. The teachers are always available for the students (even after working hours). The teachers of 
Psychology department make sure that no student is stressed out due to studies or even any other personal 
matters. Full support is given to the student. The environment of the department is very welcoming and not 
intimidating. Teachers, students as well as the admin staff of the department understand problems of the 
students and behave sensitively towards them. De-stressing activities are also planned for students such as 
celebration of Children’s day or Happiness day or just simply taking out time for students to talk about their 
concerns. One can never feel negative in the department with this much support. 
All the teachers knew the students personally as it was a small batch. They interacted freely with the students 
and were always available incase of any difficulty. We were always motivated to better ourselves and even 
after we left college we were in touch with them 
Along with academics ,one's personal growth is in consideration . Teachers are sooo good at their craft & 
provide warm & encouraging space to learn , make mistakes and grow! 
Our lecturers have taught us not only  psychology  but exemplified in ther behavior human touch, compassion, 
values of warmth love and understanding with discipline and knowledge which i have embibed till date. 
They were always available whenever had doubts regarding the subject. Apart from the academics it was such 
an open communication with the teachers that we could also discuss about our issues and how to overcome. 
I have always been supported and validated by the faculty during my years at the department and even beyond 
that. Questions pertaining to coursework was always deftly handled too. 
All of our teachers have made sure that we are not overburdened with any assignments and use to give us 
ample time to do our work, and use to guide us effectively whenever we felt stuck . They have always made 
sure that we create our own perspective on things we studied, are well researched before we come to any 
conclusions , deepening our understanding and have helped us to find a balance of study and creating 
memorable experiences in college . They have helped us in polishing our overall skills and have guided us 
throughout sometimes through our personal confusions as well. 
Apart from educating us through a precise yet interactive teaching process, there were light hearted 
discussions on the study topics, sharing of personal reflections which made the degree journey more 
personalised an experience. The teachers took care of our individual development as well as development as a 
group. 
The teachers provide an environment that is accepting, open to exploration and comforting. We had 
discussions, one on one sessions, and class moments too when it was all about the students, any issues or 
problems they were facing and how it could be dealt with. The most amazing psychology department till date!! 

Na 



By considering students personal limitations, helped students recognise their strengths, available for students 
even after college hours under odd conditions. 

Available to speak with when I was going through a rough patch and understood my needs. 

Personal issues could also be discussed. Rapport with teachers have been such that we have made lifelong 
relationships. 
They made sure that we had sound mental health throughout our time there. They made sure that we drew life 
lessons from our time there 

By providing extra support to aid in our personal spheres. By providing a very warm and inclusive space. 

Majority of my professors were compassionate towards the students and would take their concerns into 
consideration while making decisions related to submission dates, etc. 
Department teachers ensured that they are approachable and accessible to the students as much as possible. 
They by virtue of being there  taught me how to prioritise my own mental health and well being. 
The teachers have been there whenever I have had any doubts about the subject matters. They have been 
patient and understanding if the concepts required more time to understand. They have made themselves 
available to discuss beyond the course. 

- 

The teachers at Gargi have always cared for our well-being, such as in terms of our health issues or family 
issues, etc. One could always approach them with any personal or academic challenges and they would make 
sure to help us out. 
It was a very secure environment provided to us where we given opportunities to excel not just at curriculum 
but at whatever we college activity we wish to pursue. Teachers played role of mentors and guide to help us 
address concerns pertaining to both personal and professional life. 
The department teachers pushed me to follow my interest and would take out time to ask regularly about my 
progress. 
The faculty of psychology department is extremely sensitive towards the mental health issues of the students. 
The teachers always welcomed us all whenever we needed to connect with them not only for studies but for 
discussing personal problems as well. The constant support and guidance of the teachers helped us all to get 
through the difficult times. The department overall is very responsive when it comes to talking about mental 
health issues not only in classroom discussions or seminars but a t a personal level as well! 

Yes, they have been helpful in understanding our personal problems 

The teachers time and again paid attention to the mental health of all students and extended support beyond 
academics and the classroom.  In that pursuit, many seminars and workshops were organised over the course 
of our degree. 

 

N/A 

None 

No 

No 

The time I spent in the Psychology department of Gargi is so special to me, it felt like a family, I can't put into 
words the support, guidance and teaching our professors gave there. They were super professional, yet very 
warm and understanding.  It was a great learning and growing experience. 
University needs to have better infrastructure if students are expected to submit dissertations. We did not have 
full access relevant articles and journals to conduct a research. Even for assignments, having access to current 
research in the field would help students develop analytical and critical skills, practice academic writing and gain 
well-rounded theoretical and practical knowledge. 



Please invite us for an alumni meet!! 

My feedback would be this—  1) recruit keeping in mind expertise (knowledge) + skill sets (critical thinking) + 
mindset (student centric or not) and ped methods of a person, 2) trust students to do their best and prioritise 
maintaining a safe space for your students rather than academic performance under pressure; the former drives 
intrinsic motivation over a longer duration. 3) encourage questions and discussions regardless of if you know the 
answer or not. I think teaching psychology is a lot about how to think rather than what to think. This is a great way 
to get student feedback too. And if you take student feedback, students will always feel valued in your classes and 
your courses will reach more people.  Other than that, thank you for the effort and dedication you have all put in! 
It's here that I learnt about research and human behaviour first and those two have taken me to greater 
opportunities in my professional and personal life. And asking questions especially is what I'm valued for as an 
employee today! Thank you for equipping me with powerful tools to understand, enquire, and test. 

None. Incorporation of placement opportunities/ skills would be great 

- 

The department is heartwarming! 

If it wasn’t for my professors I doubt our course alone could have brought in growth in critical thinking. The 
curriculum lacks in teaching us applications of it. The basics are definitely thorough, but to set us apart in the field 
of psychology, it isn’t enough. 

Wishing everyone the best of luck . Thank you for teaching me not only psych, but also a Lot about myself 

The Applied psychology dept. of Gargi College makes you a better version of yourself. You become more sensitive 
of each other's beliefs, feeelings etc. We all go through a lot of self awareness. We get to explore ourselves. To be 
empathetic,  non judgemental, and accept others as they are.. All these I've learned from the department. 

- 

I have been fortunate enough to be taught by extremely learned, empathetic, and compassionate teachers. The 
department has transformed me into a more knowledgeable and smart individual. 

The Psychology Department of Gargi College is extremely empathetic, considerate and value all students equally. 

None. 

My 3 years in this department have shaped my character in the most fulfilling way, the nuances of being a good 
person. The most enriching environment has been provided by all the professors and the learning has contributed 
to my overall development. 
Most of the teachers are amazing, especially our permanent faculty. But a few teachers have been unfair at times 
and the students have had many complaints.. I know it's difficult but it would be great if we could have other 
teachers instead of them 
This is one of the warmest and safest place I have spent my time into. Teachers and staff are non-judgemental 
and amazing human being along with inspiring professors, This department deserves the best 

-NA- 

No 

Students should be given opportunity for more practical exposure via internship and research work. 

The curriculum defined is fantastic.   However, if the number of reports to be written each semester can be 
reduced, it would help the students focus at length on the ones that they eventually write and not make it seem 
like any homework that needs to be copied or just mindlessly scribbled. 

None. 

A small course could be added regarded career options after the degree. 



The strength of the teaching staff has to be increased because sometimes even the teachers are overburdened 
with work. 

NA 

I am extremely thankful to all the teachers in the department .I believe it's their contribution in my learning and 
experiences that has helped and still helping me in every opportunity coming my way.  I could feel a great change 
in my personality , the way I think , talk and learn things in my life after graduating from department of 
psychology .  Psychology department has helped me becoming a better version of myself to which I'll always be 
thankful. 

Gargi college and it's teachers have provided me the best time of my life . Very grateful to the institution . 

More alumni meetings with retired faculty 

None 

The department definitely sets you up for success and I nurture my bond with my professors till date, and I hope 
that continues well into my future. Thank you for being not just a place for professional development, but my 
home. 
Most of the best moments of my life has been with the department and learnt life lessons from my respected 
teachers. 

NA 

NIL 

NA 

Gargi College's experience led me to attain Doctoral degree in Clinical Psychology from a reputed American 
university, Wright State University, complete APA-accredited internship at Forest Institute of Professional 
Psychology and, recently will be completing 10 year work anniversary as a Staff Psychologist-International 
Students Focus on October 20, 2020. I am grateful to every teacher I came across during my education span 1993-
1996. 

More support and understanding for ECA students 

All good :) 

I have no negative feedback for Gargi Psychology Department. The teachers have given us immense knowledge 
and innumerable opportunities to learn and grow. Gargi Psychology Department has been a magical place, and all 
teachers create that magic every single day in the lives of students :) 

None. 

- 

N. A. 

It was the best time of my life in terms of personal and academic growth. My brain felt stimulated and I have 
never managed to have a similar experience to undergrad after that. 

All mentioned above. 

The course could include more practical knowledge from the first year itself as opposed to theory. This would 
further the interest of the students 

Creativity & questioning is appreciated ! Faculty is extremely good:) 

The lecturers of applied psychology   department are the best 

I was an introvert child, one day one of the professors appreciated my work in the class after which I felt 
confident. So, I think if appreciations can become a part of the classroom it can build confidence of the child. 



NA 

Overall it is an amazing experience that any student can have in the college life full of fun filled memories and 
valuable lessons to learn. 
The curriculum should have more of applications of psychology- Consumer Psychology and Behavioral Economics 
Quantitative Psychology ( Statistics should be taught more - Maybe using Coursera etc. )  More application 
oriented learning.  Positive Psychology was a small part, but leadership, EQ and positive psychology could be more 
given that psychologists would be required in a number of different fields eventually 

It ticks all the boxes with respect to the features needed in a socio emotionally sound educational institution. 

The department keeps on evolving with every batch, which is in itself an important requirement. Keep being 
awesome teachers! ☺ 

Na 

We can always work more on providing practical exposures and real life connects than set standards. 

This was a great program! I learned a great deal and it enhanced my professional and career development 

The  department Has been a great support throughout my journey from the graduation to my PhD in psychology. 
Coming from a job-psychology background teacher’s made sure that they explained everything from the scratch. 
It’s been such a lovely experience! 
Probably curriculum add on for DU at large- try to add more about psychology in the corporate world, not 
restricting to HR 

- 

. 

It was the best 3 years of my life. 

I think the faculty is really good however, the course and syllabus in itself could be revised to equip the students 
to be able to gain some practical knowledge/skills in the field. 

Always indebted to Gargi Psychology Department for the wonderful experience that I always cherish. 

None. 

Transitioning from school to college was an unknown space but Gargi and my Applied Psychology department 
made it so smooth and worth it.  Till date, I haven't seen this level of dedication of the professors in any other 
college known to me.  Honestly, the training and teaching was so deeply ingrained in me that today I am at a 
position where my critical analysis skills (teachings of KM Ma'am and NP Ma'am), quickly glancing and grasping a 
concept (teachings of SB Ma'am), counselling skills (teachings of NP Ma'am and SR Ma'am) and ability to be calm 
and composed (teachings of PN Ma'am) are highly appreciated at my workplace and I am so thankful and grateful 
to those three years of my graduation. It was simply magical. 

No 

The three years spent at Gargi helped me shape my future and grow as a person. I'm very glad that I chose Gargi' 
Psychology Department for my graduation. 

Quality research work has always been supported by our Department, I hope it remains the same always. 

My three year experience at the department was a great learning experience, which helped to become not only a 
good psychologist but also a very sensitive, authentic person. 
Dept of Psychology gave me the strong academic and professional foundation on which I am building my career. 
Will be forever grateful. 

No 



The teachers cultivated a safe space in the department and created A fertile ground for academic growth. 
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Q1 - The department provides/ provided adequate institutional support in terms of

curriculum delivery
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Not satisfied
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Q2 - The teachers are punctual, come in well prepared and communicate effectively with

examples and applications relevant to the curriculum
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Q3 - The teachers regularly incorporate feedbacks from the students and improvise from

time to time to optimize teaching learning outcomes
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Q4a. - The department/teachers look out for the wellbeing of its students over and

beyond the curriculum requirements.
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Q5 - The assessment process in the curriculum is transparent and fair
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Q6 - The course has added to your overall growth as a critical thinker and has been a

productive investment of your time.

End of Report
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Q2 - The teachers are punctual, come in well prepared and communicate effectively with

examples and applications relevant to the curriculum
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52



Q3 - The teachers regularly incorporate feedbacks from the students and improvise from

time to time to optimize teaching learning outcomes

Extremely satisfied

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Extremely satisfied 61.54% 32

2 Satisfied 32.69% 17

3 Not satisfied 5.77% 3

52



Q4a. - The department/teachers look out for the wellbeing of its students over and

beyond the curriculum requirements.

Extremely satisfied

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Extremely satisfied 80.77% 42

2 Satisfied 13.46% 7

3 Not satisfied 5.77% 3

52



Q5 - The assessment process in the curriculum is transparent and fair

Extremely satisfied

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Extremely satisfied 65.38% 34

2 Satisfied 30.77% 16

3 Not satisfied 3.85% 2

52



Q6 - The course has added to your overall growth as a critical thinker and has been a

productive investment of your time.

End of Report

Extremely satisfied

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Extremely satisfied 75.00% 39

2 Satisfied 21.15% 11

3 Not satisfied 3.85% 2

52
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Department of Psychology (Applied Psychology Honours)
Feedback received, analysed and uploaded on the Website Batch of 2019-

2022

QID - Email id of the students
Email id

Aynabaeliya@gmail.com

riddhi.303099@gmail.com

Chopramannat@gmail.com

Kamyajain.gargi@gmail.com

preykshakapur01@gmail.com

Anushkasingh7179@gmail.cok

ishakashwan23@gmail.com

sanskritiawasthi28@gmail.com

nimishashah234@gmail.com

nailamaryam344@gmail.com

ch.kanika11@gmail.com

mehaksharma2811@gmail.com

Jeenwalkomal74@gmail.com

mallikamail07@gmail.com

palakshukla1611@gmail.com

Ritusuhagx2@gmail.com

Mallikaagarwal2001@gmail.com

vanshikasharma2300@gmail.com

nikitabaisoya54@gmail.com

vasudhasingh1410@gmail.com

mailto:Aynabaeliya@gmail.com
mailto:riddhi.303099@gmail.com
mailto:Chopramannat@gmail.com
mailto:Kamyajain.gargi@gmail.com
mailto:preykshakapur01@gmail.com
mailto:Anushkasingh7179@gmail.cok
mailto:ishakashwan23@gmail.com
mailto:sanskritiawasthi28@gmail.com
mailto:nimishashah234@gmail.com
mailto:nailamaryam344@gmail.com
mailto:ch.kanika11@gmail.com
mailto:mehaksharma2811@gmail.com
mailto:Jeenwalkomal74@gmail.com
mailto:mallikamail07@gmail.com
mailto:palakshukla1611@gmail.com
mailto:Ritusuhagx2@gmail.com
mailto:Mallikaagarwal2001@gmail.com
mailto:vanshikasharma2300@gmail.com
mailto:nikitabaisoya54@gmail.com
mailto:vasudhasingh1410@gmail.com


2

QID10 - Course Name

Choice Count

Applied Psychology (Hons) Program Course
0

20

QID9 - Batch/year
Batch/year

2nd year

2nd year

2019-‘22

2022

2019/2nd year

2019-2022

2nd year

2019-22

2022

2022

2nd year

2019-22

2nd year

2nd year

Batch of 2022, 2nd year

2019

2nd year



3

Second year, batch of 2019

2019

2022

Q1 - The department provides/ provided adequate institutional support in 
terms of curriculum delivery

Choice Count

Extremely satisfied Satisfied Not satisfied
0

Q2 - The teachers are punctual, come in well prepared and 
communicate effectively with examples and applications relevant to the 
curriculum

Choice Count

Extremely satisfied Satisfied Not satisfied
0

Q3 - The teachers regularly incorporate feedbacks from the students 
and improvise from time to time to optimize teaching learning outcomes

Choice Count

Extremely satisfied Satisfied Not satisfied
0



4

Q4. - The department/teachers look out for the wellbeing of its students 
over and beyond the curriculum requirements.

Choice Count

Extremely satisfied Satisfied Not satisfied
0

Q5 - The assessment process in the curriculum is transparent and fair

Choice Count

Extremely satisfied Satisfied Not satisfied
0

20

Q6 - The course has added to your overall growth as a critical thinker 
and has been a productive investment of your time.

Choice Count

Extremely satisfied Satisfied Not satisfied
0

Q7 - Any other feedback/suggestions
Any other feedback/suggestions

No I am satisfied :)

No

No



5

No

I feel very lucky to have such an understanding department of teachers. Even when online college started and we
shared our issues about online classes with the department. Immediate and effective action was taken to make
online college easier for us.

With online classes maybe we can have one single link for one subject as its a lot of work to figure out different
links on different apps.

No suggestions I want them to stay same

No

Im really satisfied to say the least .

No

NA

I am satisfied and really happy with the faculty and the department.

Everything is so organized in the department.

No.

I'm extremely satisfied with the how the department functions. Didn't expect college to be as full of warmth as it is
when I was in school.

The college and our department is amazing. I am proud to be a part of it.

Online is extremely hard

No, everything is good as it can get in these times.

No everything it so smooth & so satisfying.

-



Name

Text Entry

Ankita Kumar

Afreen Zehra

Enakshie Prasad

Priya

Shreya

Pari Singh

Aparajita Raj

Muskan Praveen

Anshika Dhar

Anoushka Ahuja

This table has more than 10 rows. Click here to view all responses.

https://unc.az1.qualtrics.com///WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponsesNewReporting&ReportID=RP2_0GqMlEH6fkxvPs9&SubTableIndex=0&PageElementID=RPE_dbc8K2kceUfHIOh&SurveyID=SV_6RMnX4VD9N4lp1r&QToken=NEhPmt+ZL0+gfPh7aPpUPQ==


Email id

Text Entry

ankitakumar26@yahoo.com

Afreen.zahra.dl@gmail.com

enakshie27@gmail.com

Priyayadav0402@gmail.com

meandmyselfshreya@gmail.com

singhpari1211@gmail.com

aparajitaraj2017@gmail.com

Muskanparveen30719@gmail.com

anshikadhar.2013@gmail.com

anoushka.ahuja@gmail.com

This table has more than 10 rows. Click here to view all responses.

https://unc.az1.qualtrics.com///WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponsesNewReporting&ReportID=RP2_0GqMlEH6fkxvPs9&SubTableIndex=0&PageElementID=RPE_0oXu6VQYPLd8mWx&SurveyID=SV_6RMnX4VD9N4lp1r&QToken=ZbLMnPhaUWFqpC+//TzC4g==


Course Name

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Applied Psychology (Hons) 21 80.77%

2 Program Course 5 19.23%

Total 26 100.00%



Batch/year

Text Entry

3rd year

2018-19

Batch of 2021/ 3rd Year

2021

2020

2021 (3rd year)

2021

3rd year

2021

3rd Year

This table has more than 10 rows. Click here to view all responses.

https://unc.az1.qualtrics.com///WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponsesNewReporting&ReportID=RP2_0GqMlEH6fkxvPs9&SubTableIndex=0&PageElementID=RPE_eaHdYpElJoCizsh&SurveyID=SV_6RMnX4VD9N4lp1r&QToken=hU0xA69jAyy+X9MFmGAhPg==


  The department provides/ provided adequate institutional support in terms of curriculum delivery

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Extremely satisfied 18 69.23%

2 Satisfied 8 30.77%

3 Not satisfied 0 0.00%

Total 26 100.00%



 The teachers are punctual, come in well prepared and communicate effectively with examples and applications
relevant to the curriculum

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Extremely satisfied 17 65.38%

2 Satisfied 9 34.62%

3 Not satisfied 0 0.00%

Total 26 100.00%



The teachers regularly incorporate feedbacks from the students and improvise from time to time to optimize teaching
learning outcomes

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Extremely satisfied 20 76.92%

2 Satisfied 6 23.08%

3 Not satisfied 0 0.00%

Total 26 100.00%



The department/teachers look out for the wellbeing of its students over and beyond the curriculum requirements.

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Extremely satisfied 22 84.62%

2 Satisfied 4 15.38%

3 Not satisfied 0 0.00%

Total 26 100.00%



Please validate with concrete examples how the department/teachers have looked out for your overall wellbeing.

Text Entry

When the students suffer from something then can reach out to department teachers as they understand their
problems and give them some suggestions.

The department teachers are extremely helpful, not only with academics but also with general life problems. They
have time and again assisted students when they were not feeling well, physically or mentally.

The teachers are senstive to the requirements of every student. They understand the need of effective communication
and are open to new ideas. The classes are very interactive and well-planned which help us all to a great degree for
not only knowledge acquisition but also for exams.

Alot of teachers before they start teaching in the class ask how have we been. They also give us liberty to contact
them directly in case we’re facing any problems personally as well as academically.

They start the classes asking us how we have been in last days, they are theirs experience which is really motivating
to start a class, their ppt are very helpful...they are really gives glimpses of the paper. They give flexible material for
study available at anytime to clear doubts and also give flexible time to do and submit assignment. Amazing
teachers..  Lucky to have them.

Since the schedule was becoming really hectic for the students, the teachers decide upon dividing our practical classes
into online and offline. Once a week in the online classes the group meets and discusses the practical, on the offline
days we are assigned tasks to finish in the class time so that we keep making gradual progress. Other that this, the
teachers also start their classes 15 minutes late so that the students get the much needed break in between lectures.

Teachers were always there listening us , for all our little and big issues . for me teachers are big support system in
this hard time .

Our teachers are extremely dedicated towards students. They teach us in us very well and are very understanding
towards each and every student in the department.Learning is really fun with them and I really love their teaching
methods and styles. Our department provide us comfortable space and provide good facilities to us.

Not only have our teachers been constantly asking us how we are doing and how are we holding up with everything,
but they have also given us the opportunity to choose how we want to go about online classes. They have considered
our opinions and suggestions for making the online classes easier for everyone and have implemented whatever was
possible. Apart from this, even during usual times (before the pandemic), our teachers have always been providing us
with appropriate academic material as well as kept us informed about opportunities for events around us. They have
made sure to let us know that we can approach them anytime regarding any issues that we might face.

They always ask us to approach them if we have any concerns and listen to us very patiently. They try to maintain a
positive and warm environment which makes us feel comfortable and connected to the department.

This table has more than 10 rows. Click here to view all responses.

https://unc.az1.qualtrics.com///WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponsesNewReporting&ReportID=RP2_0GqMlEH6fkxvPs9&SubTableIndex=0&PageElementID=RPE_bCm1JTqCrRbCBEh&SurveyID=SV_6RMnX4VD9N4lp1r&QToken=WTRQcIAUBW0mAwoDvrVHwg==


The assessment process in the curriculum is transparent and fair

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Extremely satisfied 17 65.38%

2 Satisfied 9 34.62%

3 Not satisfied 0 0.00%

Total 26 100.00%



 The course has added to your overall growth as a critical thinker and has been a productive investment of your time.

 

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Extremely satisfied 18 69.23%

2 Satisfied 8 30.77%

3 Not satisfied 0 0.00%

Total 26 100.00%



Any other feedback/suggestions

Text Entry

No I am satisfied with overall performance of the department teachers

N/A

None

The no. Of practicals in 3rd year is too overwhelming.

Department of psychology is best...it's teachers and lab staff is really good.

As long as we have online classes, every student should be issued a Google suite account from the college which they
can use for academic purposes. Personal emails should be avoided.

I am really thankful for my teachers.

I really like our teachers, they are caring towards student needs, they are not only teachers but they are also mentors
for me. All the teachings in the class are so meaningful, which will going to help me not only in my professional life but
also in personal life.

-

-

This table has more than 10 rows. Click here to view all responses.

https://unc.az1.qualtrics.com///WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponsesNewReporting&ReportID=RP2_0GqMlEH6fkxvPs9&SubTableIndex=0&PageElementID=RPE_bO7KXY34ahp3MKV&SurveyID=SV_6RMnX4VD9N4lp1r&QToken=EFQCW+hATbreEEowJFxSyg==

